2000 polaris xplorer

Make Polaris. Model Xplorer Polaris ATVs are for everyone. Thousands are discovering the
freedom Polaris ATVs give them, their friends and their families. To find The Way Out and enjoy
nature. These are the machines many new owners and value-minded riders are turning to Xplorer. One of the most popular names in our lineup. Because they're easy to own and easy to
ride. Cheap plow rig! Long-travel 9. Tight-turning MacPherson strut long-travel 6. Single-lever
hydraulic disc brakes. Concentric Drive System. Electronic speedometer. It is a two-stroke
motor that features an electric starting system and recoil backup. The braking system of the
Polaris Xplorer consists of a rear hydraulic foot brake and a single-lever, hydraulic front brake
disc system. A hydraulic parking brake locks all the wheels in place for parking on steep or
uneven ground. The front suspension of the Polaris Xplorer features a MacPherson strut that
allows for 6. The rear suspension of the Polaris Xplorer provides nine inches of travel. Run
needs work Polaris ATVs are for everyone. Model Xplorer. Head for the Xplorer 4x4. Check out
the long feature list. Then scratch that itch. Claim your new Polaris at your nearest dealer, and
hit the ground runningâ€¦ or huntingâ€¦ or fishingâ€¦ or workingâ€¦. Liquid cooled 2-stroke. Only
1, miles. Plenty of power and runs great. Recently serviced with new battery. Aluminum loading
ramp included. Very good shape, runs great, this is a powerful ATV ready for the woods or ice.
ATV was recently serviced and is ready to go. Polaris , 2-stroke, liquid-cooled, oil-injected
engine. Exclusive long-travel 9. Automatic transmission PVT. Single-lever hydraulic disc
brakes; hydraulic rear-axle foot brake. Model XPlorer 4X4. Starts right up and runs perfect.
Plastics are in very good condition, machine is overall clean. Tires are decent, great for
snowplowing or hunting. Very reliable. Trades considered for other 4x4 4 wheelers or vehicles,
conversion Van, utv or other toys. No bikes, no sleds. Cash is king, money talks!!! Don't waste
time with scams. In person, cash deals ONLY!!! Located in Glasco Ny. Text or call [email
removed]. Alamo Heights, TX. Huntington Beach, CA. Fairbury, IL. Cripple Creek, CO. North
Fork, CA. Eau Gallie, FL. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles
for Sale Polaris Xplorer Year Make Polaris Model Xplorer Year Make Polaris Model -. Category Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Year Make Polaris Model Xplorer. Prev 1 2
Next. Make Polaris 9 Yamaha Motorcycles 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Registration is fast and you can even login with social
network accounts to sync your profiles and content. The bike runs great. Starts right up and
motor sounds solid. My problem is sometimes when I shift into gear it grinds as I'm shifting. I'm
guessing maybe the idle is too high or I may need a new clutch kit. It has the original stock CVT
clutch springs and weights so it's probably due for some maintenance. I have adjusted the
throttle screw on the carb and when I first turn on bike when cold it idles fine, but after I've been
riding a while and she is good and warmed up she idles slightly higher which then creates this
horrible grind noise when I shift into gear. My old '92 Polaris Trail Boss did the exact same thing
but I found if I applied the foot brake it stopped it from grinding. Pressing the foot brake as I
shift doesn't seem to help. I have not opened up the cvt cover to investigate the pulleys yet. Any
advice before I start dismantling parts? I'm thinking I will adjust my idle down a little. If this
doesn't help I'll take a look at the CVT. Previous owner claims he installed a NEW belt, but never
messed the pulleys. And on a side note I plan on changing the stock 25" tires with some 26" or
27" mud tires. This would be a good reason to upgrade my bike with a clutch kit. It would help
turn the bigger tires and I'm guessing it might help with this grinding problem. Any help is
greatly appreciated. I am handy with a wrench, but I am not a mechanic by trade. I know next to
nothing about CVTs but I do under stand slip clutches enough to know that if its idling too high
the clutch wont fully disengage and that could cause it to grind. Hey thanks. I will adjust the idle
down tonight when I can. Previously it was set so low the bike kept stalling, so I bumped up the
throttle a tad. On a side note, I did notice one quirk about this bike and how she shifts gears. If I
am towing something heavy with the bike and it's under tension I cannot shift gears. I
discovered this when i was rescuing my buddy stuck in the mud. I went to tow him out of a hole
and after moving a few feet forward, I stopped, and went to shift into reverse to back up and
release the tension on tow rope. The hand gear shifter moved but the bike was not changing
gears. It was stuck in HIGH forward gear. I manually pushed the bike back enough to release
tension on tow rope and Voila! The bike could shift again. My '98 Yamaha Big Bear is a semi
auto, I must shift with foot lever. I'm still discovering the good and bad about this Polaris. The
bike rides really smooth. It just takes a lot of revs to make the CVT move the bike. That's
another reason I want a clutch kit. I'd like her to engage the wheels sooner when throttle is
squeezed. It's a work in progress. OK here's an update. I adjusted the throttle screw on my
bike's carb and lowered my idle. The bike no longer grinds when I put it in gear, but still
requires a bit of force to pop it in gear. I removed the cvt cover and discovered the pullyes were
out of alignment. Previous owner had recently chgd the CVT belt and never adjusted the
alignment or didn't notice. Any way the belt is slightly chewed on one side in one small spot. I

fear it's going to wear prematurely due to this. It started to fray on same side it was rubbing. I
was able to align the belt on pulleys. I did notice the belt is spinning while it's in neutral. Is belt
supposed to spin in neutral? I thought it was supposed to not move or only move slowly. The
bike still pops into gear but it's not grinding. I think this feeling of the shifter popping into gear
might be because the belt is moving. My old Polaris Trail boss belt used to spin in neutral but
when I pressed the rear foot brake pedal it'd stop. My newer Polaris sportsman rear foot brake
pedal doesn't seem to affect the belt spinning in neutral. I think this bike is due for a clutch kit.
Replace the old cvt spring and weights that are probably worn out. BTW the bike has severe
engine braking. When I let off the throttle the bike slows down very fast as if it's braking. I like
this bike and I'm trying to save money and repair it myself. My local ATV shop has high hourly
rates for work. Any help is greatly appreciated! Another update, well I finally finished putting my
new heavy duty cvt belt on and EPI clutch kit. Now when I shift into gear the bike doesnt grind. I
only road the ATV around my yard and up and down street to see how the cvt was engaging.
This EPI kit works well. It came with 2 primary springs and one secondary spring and a new
helix. The bike takes off like a rocket now! I bought the kit with the intention of changing my
current stock 25" tires for taller mud tires. This EPI claims its designed for tires 27"" tall. Ill
update again after I trail ride it. I had to make a jig to hold the clutch in place and I unscrewed
the spider off. Its torqued down tight so youll need a breaker bar to crack her loose. You can
post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Note:
Your post will require moderator approval before it will be visible. Paste as plain text instead.
Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from
URL. Not a member? Polaris ATV Forum. Join our Forum! Sign in with Facebook. Sign in with
Twitter. Sign in with Google. Sign in with Microsoft. Reply to this topic Start new topic.
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Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Similar Tagged Content. I bought a Yamaha bear tracker it start
and idles fine but when you shift it into gear and start to go at a high rpm the reverse lever
starts to make a grinding noise and you have to hold it forward or the atv will shut off any help
would be great! Custom Wrap sportsman Highlifter. Thanks to trent at trent signs and graphics
for the awesome wrap!! Repair manual polaris 2x4. Looking for a download of a manual. Polaris
Sportsman Repair Manual Free. I am looking for a free repair manual for a Polaris sportsman ho
atv. What all is included in the normal maintenance service of the Polaris ranger Xp? Are there
any hidden grease fittings? Here is my list, some I have had, some I got online I have put all
Manuals on my dedicated server, so the links won't go dead. Most the manuals listed below are
on the server and there may be some on the server that's not on the list. Scroll to the bottom of
this post to get the link. If you need a Manual that's not on the list, leave a reply, I will try to
locate it, if I can't, I'm sure another member would share if they have it. If you have manuals that
are not in the list and you would like to share them, leave a reply, with a link to yo
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ur manuals and I will add them to my post so they are all in one spot. I picked up this ranger
cheap because the AWD wasn't working. I checked it out and had What could be causing this?
Any help would be appreciated! Friday evening went riding, rode for a good hour or so
everything was fine. I went to take a short ride to the restroom less than yds away and all of the
sudden everything flickered and then just died out. Accompanying the problem I noticed the
killswitch completely locked up. Once daylight hit took the killswitch apart to find it had shorted
out and melted the plastic inside. Has anyone else had anything similar to this and if so what
did you do to fix the situation? I have a new killswitch on the way to replace the obvious
problem but was wondering could there be a bigger issue at hand. We tested with a voltage
meter to make sure everything was still getting power from the battery and as far as we could
tell it was. No registered users viewing this page. Sign In Sign Up.

